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This corporate brand manual ensures that the visual 
design elements of Accelot are applied and used 
correctly across all communication mediums.
 
The purpose of this document is to maintain and uphold 
the design and visual consistency of the brand. The 
brand look and feel needs to maintain a consistent look 
and feel. This requires us to adhere to the rules 
mentioned in this document. 

At all points in time, the Accelot visual identity should 
remain consistent across geographies, across print, 
digital and all other communication channels and 
surfaces.

In case of a query, please contact the Accelot team for 
more information.  
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Minimum clear space

Minimum Size
Digital (On-screen)- The logo must be no smaller 
than 1” for digital mediums.

1”

Print- The logo must be no smaller 
than 1” for print mediums.

The Accelot logo signifies scaling up with focus, along with structured growth. The 
multiple pixels on the upward arrow dentore the various elements and aspects of 
business, which when they come together, channelize and move the business graph 
upwards. 

8mm gap on 
all sides

1.
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Minimum Size for Icon
Digital (On-screen)- The logo must be no smaller 
than 0.2” for digital.

Print- The logo must be no smaller 
than 0.2” for print.

0.2” 0.2”

Minimum Size of Tagline

Minimum font size for tagline- 6.5 pt

The dimensions indicated are to be followed for the purposes of visibility. If a logo or an 
icon is reduced in size significantly, it may create a visibility issue. These are the size 
reduction limits for the Accelot logo, logo with baseline and icon. 

Accelerating Organizational Transformation

Minimum Clear space with tagline

Tagline distance from logo- 2.5mm



Logo colour values

Yellow

C- 0  
M- 15  
Y- 100  
K- 0

R-100  
G-255  
B-215

Orange

C- 0  
M- 80  
Y- 100  
K- 0

R-240  
G-90
B-34

Light
orange
C- 0  
M- 59  
Y- 100  
K- 0

R-245  
G-131
B-31

Red
C- 0  
M- 100  
Y- 85  
K- 2

R-231 
G-25 
B-50

Light blue

C- 100  
M- 25
Y- 0  
K- 0

R-0  
G-143  
B-212

Dark
Blue
C- 100  
M- 58
Y- 5
K- 0

R-0  
G-104  
B-173

Purple
C- 70  
M- 75 
Y- 0  
K- 0

R-102  
G-87  
B-165

Dark
Purple

C- 90  
M-100 
Y- 10  
K- 20

R-60 
G-35 
B-113

CMYK Full form: C= Cyan, M= Magenta, Y= Yellow, K= Black

RGB Full form: R= Red, G= Green, B= Blue
*

The colour values described below mention the CMYK and the RGB percentages of the 
Accelot logo colours. CMYK percentages are for print mediums and RGB percentages are 
for all web and digital mediums. Always be sure to select CMYK or RGB as the preference 
while creating, saving and exporting design artworks according to whether they are going 
for print or will be displayed online. Pls do not change the shades of the logo. 
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Use shades of the logo 
colours only on print and 
design communication 
material for backgrounds 
eg: posters, standee, 
banners, etc. Do not use 
these shades to alter the 
logo colours. 
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Color values for communication and branding

Use shades of blue

Use shades of yellow

Use shades of orange

Use shades of purple

Use shades of red

Logo Backgrounds

The colour values described below mention the CMYK and the RGB percentages of the logo 
colours. CMYK percentages are for print mediums and RGB percentages are for all web and 
digital mediums. Always be sure to select CMYK or RGB as the preference while creating, 
saving and exporting design artworks according to whether they are going for print or will 
be displayed online. Pls do not change the shades of pixels on the logo. 

Icon in various forms

If the icon is used independently, it can be on a white background, or on a coloured 
background with the white outline around the arrow.
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The typeface used in the logo is called OGONEK REGULAR. This is the primary typeface for all 
marketing material. This typeface is only used in the logo. For all marketing, communication, text, 
office communication or electronic communication, or on Office softwares like Powerpoint, 
Microsoft Word, Excel, etc, the font to be used is ROBOTO.

3. Typography

Font used for Logo:

OGONEK REGULAR

Font for all branding, communication and office purposes:

Accelot123
ROBOTO LIGHT

ROBOTO REGULAR

ROBOTO BOLD

Accelot123
Accelot123

ROBOTO REGULAR ITALIC

Accelot123

ROBOTO



Don’t change the typeface Don’t add any elements

Don’t remove or change any element Don’t use the logo as part of a word 

Don’t use your own tagline Don’t rotate the logo

Don’t stretch the logo
Don’t add effects ot change the
artwork

Don’t place the logo on a color that is 
outside the color palatte

Don’t use the logo on a background
that compromises its legibility

Don’t change the logo colors outside the
color palatte

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the print-
ing and typesetting industry. Lorem Ipsum has 
been the industry's standard dummy text ever 
since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took 

Don’t use the logo on text

4. To be avoided

Accelot

Accelerating Business Transformation
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THANK
YOU

An S M Enterprise CompanyMobile: +91 98119 49999 Email: info@accelot.in Website: www.accelot.in

Accelot Business Services
B 82, Trinity, Golf Course Road, DLF Phase 5, Gurgaon 122002, India. 


